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EUROPE
66°NORTH

ACRONYM

Country of origin: Iceland
Founding year: 1926
Headquarters: Reykjavík, Iceland
CEO: Helgi Rúnar Óskarsson
What does the brand stand for: Starting with workwear for fishermen
or rescue teams braving the North Atlantic elements, to withstand
the harsh Islandic weather conditions around the 66° parallel north,
the brand is also known for functional everyday outdoor clothing and
sportswear, as well as an insider’s tip for trendy city-ready leisurewear.
With production in Europe and fleece specialist Polartec as its main
supplier, the majority of the fleece and softshell jackets is made of
recycled, high-quality based materials, like Polartec Power Stretch or
Polartec Thermal Pro, as well as naturals like wool or down.
Average price points: €250 for jackets
Most iconic piece: Snæfell Jacket
What‘s new: Primaloft Gold for soft, lightweight and water repellent
layers; Holar Anorak, which is inspired by original sailor anoraks

Country of origin: Germany
Founding year: 1994
Headquarters: Munich, Germany
Founders: Errolson Hugh, Michaela Sachenbacher
What does the brand stand for: Originally founded as an independent
design agency with a focus on the unification of style and technology in
creating a new generation
of technical and futuristic apparel products, Acronym launched its first
product in 2002–the box set contained a jacket with a magnetic neck,
which holds headphones and a bag. Besides the own brand, the ACRNM
Agency was involved in numerous design projects for selected brands
including the Stone Island Shadow Project and the NikeLab ACG line.
Average price points: Up to €1,500 for jackets, €1,100 for pants
Most iconic piece: Analog MD Clone Jacket
What‘s new: Featuring Schoeller‘s 3XDry Dryskin high-density
gabardine, a military specification high-density WR cotton with a
gabardine weave

66°NORTH

ADIDAS TERREX
Country of origin: Germany
Founding year: 1949
Headquarters: Herzogenaurach, Germany
CEO: Kasper Rorsted
What does the brand stand for: Adidas is considered as one of
the leading activewear brands around the globe with a wide offer
throughout different sports–including
outdoor activities which run as part of the Adidas Terrex line. The
company recently teamed up with urban outdoor expert White
Mountaineering to release updated (outdoor) versions of the Tubular
Nova, the EQT Running and the futuristic NMD City Sock.
Average price points: €150 for sneakers
Most iconic piece: The Adidas Originals Superstar and Stan Smith sneakers
What‘s new: The latest drop of the collab with White Mountaineering
in terms of footwear is the Adidas Terrex Boa for a/w ‘18, released
from WM’s own inline label, which “strives to envision breakthrough
solutions for those who shape their own path in the outdoors—through
climbing, trail running, mountain biking or multimountain sports.“

ADIDAS TERREX X WHITE MOUNTAINEERING
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AMUNDSEN SPORTS

ARYS
Country of origin: Germany
Founding year: 2014
Headquarters: Berlin, Germany
CEO/Founder: Frederik Sturm
What does the brand stand for: By utilizing state of the art fashion
and implementing the latest technology in their clothing, Arys wants to
create ‘a unique and special experience for the customer’.
Average price points: €300 for apparel
Most iconic piece: The Blouson Bomber, a soft lightweight jacket made
with cooling carbon mesh that dries fast and reduces unpleasant odors
thanks to the anti-bacterial and breathable properties. The jacket is also
available for men (but called Brezze Bomber).
What‘s new: Cooling Carbon Mesh (used
for the Blouson Bomber, Brezze Bomber and other styles): cooling, dries fast,
anti-static and antibacterial

AMUNDSEN SPORTS
Country of origin: Norway
Founding year: 2009
Headquarters: Oslo, Norway
CEO/Co-founder: Jørgen Amundsen
What does the brand stand for: Functionally sophisticated outdoor
range with strong heritage roots
Average price points: €559 for winter anoraks, €499 for winter split pants
Most iconic piece: (Technical) knickerbockers
What‘s new: Ilujjiniq Mountain Mucks,
a versatile boot for hiking, glacier walking, mountaineering and at the
same time an everyday lifestyle boot, constructed in a layering system
with a leather outer, integrated gaiters and two different inner linings

ARPENTEUR
Country of origin: France
Founding year: 2011
Headquarters: Lyon, France
CEOs/Managing directors: Laurent Bourven, Marc Asseily
What does the brand stand for: ‘The brand’s collections are halfway
between respect for tradition and creation stemming from multiple
inspirations. Arpenteur products combine the utilitarian quality of
outerwear, workwear, and sportswear with the sophistication of studied
cuts and sleek finishes. All Arpenteur products are made in France.’
Average price points: €100 for T-shirts, €300 for jackets
Most iconic piece: Rachel mesh T-shirt
What‘s new: Repurposing Rachel mesh,a fabric traditionally used
by the French Navy

ARYS

BARBOUR
Country of origin: UK
Founding year: 1894
Headquarters: Simonside, South Shields, UK
CEO/Managing director: Steve Buck
What does the brand stand for: ‘Barbour is a traditional fashion brand,
that designs, manufactures and markets weatherproofed outerwear,
ready-to-wear, leather goods, shoes and accessories for men, women
and children. It has become well known for its waxed cotton jackets
which are a common element of British country clothing.’ To refreshen
its offer Barbour created a limited edition jacket as part of Wood
Wood‘s 10th anniversary back in 2012; the Danish contemporary
fashion and lifestyle brand collaborated again with Barbour in 2017 for
a capsule menswear collection.
Average price points: €350 for jackets, €150 for sweaters
Most iconic piece: Wax jackets like Bedale, Beaufort and Beadnell
What‘s new: Capsule collections with premium outdoor brand
Engineered Garments and denim label Denham Jeans
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BBUC

COLMAR ORIGINALS

Country of origin: Austria
Founding year: 2016
Headquarters: Vienna, Austria
Founders: Marvin Mangalino, Christian Wieners
What does the brand stand for: BBUC (BrilliBrilliant/Unicorn) is
‘a contemporary apparel brand serving a new generation of cyclists
by combining fashion design with athletic functionality to motivate
adventure and self discovery through sport. The casual and functional
garments are differentiated by a clean aesthetic and ironic perspective
that plays between fantasy and tradition.’
Average price points: €150 for jerseys, from €128 for gilets to €215
for jackets
Most iconic piece: Cycling jersey with minimalistic designs
What‘s new: The ‘Copy Cat’ capsule collection, a limited edition
collection mocking the hype of over-branding and hyper-sponsorship

Country of origin: Italy
Founding year: 1923
Headquarters: Monza, Italy
CEOs: Giulio Colombo, Carlo Colombo
What does the brand stand for: Born as sturdy workwear overall
manufacturer, the company has specialised in producing skiing and
sports apparel. Since 2009 it started offering the Colmar Originals
brand, fashion-oriented and streetwear outerwear, and, since 2010,
golfwear. For s/s 2019 Colmar Originals, includes three main lines:
Research, haute-de-gamme, high-research and stylish apparel;
Originals by Originals, inspired by the ‘90s and characterised by
evident logos, bright colors, unisex and oversize fits; Main Collection,
offering classics and new pieces.
Average price points: €150-€350 for apparel
Most iconic piece: The Research line to represent Colmar Originals’
haute-de-gamme offer
What‘s new: Inner and outer thermosealings, water-repellent
treatments, superlight fabrics, unlined and reversible pieces
COLMAR ORIGINALS

BIRKENSTOCK X RICK OWENS

BIRKENSTOCK
Country of origin: Germany
Founding year: 1774
Headquarters: Neustadt (Wied), Germany
CEOs/Managing directors: Oliver Reichert, Markus Bensberg
What does the brand stand for: Birkenstock is a German shoe
manufacturer known for the invention of the flexible, unique and
anatomically shaped footbed.
Average price points: €25-€355 for footwear
Most iconic piece: The Arizona two-strap sandal; the Madrid one-strap
sandal; the Gizeh thong
What‘s new: For fall/winter 2018, warming upper materials such as
felt; footbeds of fluffy lambskin or Happy Lamb–shorn lambswool,
which is combed and then woven onto a textile backing; the second
round of the design collab with Rick Owens

C.P. COMPANY

C.P. COMPANY
Country of origin: Italy
Founding year: Founded 1971 under the name ‘Chester Perry’ that was
changed into ‘C.P. Company’ in 1978
Headquarters: Mendrisio, Switzerland
General manager: Leo Scordo
What does the brand stand for: C.P. Company is the original sportswear
brand founded in Italy in 1971. It is known as a player in the premium
sportswear and streetwear industry mainly for its outerwear products.
Average price points: €400-€500 for outerwear, €150-€200 for sweaters
Most iconic piece: The Goggle Jacket (also known as Mille Miglia),
created in 1988 within its sponsorship of the Mille Miglia car race.
This field jacket is garment-dyed to offer an extremely broad range
of different earth tones reminiscent of dust, mud, rain and sun fading
effects that a Mille Miglia driver might experience. Lenses applied on
the hood’s hem are the signature of this jacket.
What‘s new: The Re-Colour process, a two-step garment dyeing
process employing an acid based or direct/reactive dye and
subsequently a cold pigment dyeing. The second passage preserves
seams and creases to be dyed
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DIDRIKSONS

DIDRIKSONS

Country of origin: Sweden
Founding year: 1913
Headquarters: Borås, Sweden
CEO: Johan Ekeroth
What does the brand stand for: Didriksons is a heritage purveyor of
rainwear and functional clothing.
Average price points: Rainwear from €170, winter parkas from €200
Most iconic piece: Rainwear jackets/coats
What‘s new: All products feature fluorocarbon-free water repellent
materials. Real fur, leather or natural down are not used at all

DIEMME
Country of origin: Italy
Founding year: 1992
Headquarters: Onè di Fonte, Veneto, Italy
Founders/Managing directors: Dennis and Maico Signor
What does the brand stand for: Outdoor footwear; ‘the ambition is
to produce the highest quality artisan goods with an exceptional level
of comfort, with progressive designs as well as sharply executed takes
on classic styles. As a vertically integrated private company centralized
under one roof, Diemme works with high-end leathers and materials.
Every Diemme pair is handcrafted, sustainability and provenances are
key aspects of the Diemme mentality.’
Average price points: between €230 and €380
Most iconic piece: Shoes made of Kudu antelope reverse leather,
developed in England from south African Greater Kudu antelopes
What‘s new: the Fontesi Runner

ECCO

DOLOMITE
Country of origin: Italy
Founding year: 1897
Headquarters: Giavera del Montello (Treviso), Italy
CEO/Managing director: Beat Zaugg
What does the brand stand for: Dolomite has over a century of
experience in developing and producing outdoor footwear and apparel.
Dolomite’s identity is rooted in the Dolomites mountains that, together
with its own Italian style and design, inspire the brand and its products.
Average price points: Summer outer jackets for €160
Most iconic piece: Cinquantaquattro Shoes, a hiking shoe model
What‘s new: The brand has developed Veloce GTX as part of the Dolomite
Performance Footwear for s/s 2019. This model–entirely designed,
developed and produced in Italy–boasts a new construction system which
allows a weight of only 297g per shoe. The Perspair technology shall
guarantee uppers to be lightweight and resistant as it is made by weaving
‘super fibers,’ technical yarns with specific properties of breathability,
anti-abrasion and anti-shearing, all in one piece
DOLOMITE

ECCO
Country of origin: Denmark
Founding year: 1963
Headquarters: Bredebro, Denmark
Managing board: Steen Borgholm, Michel Krol, Panos Mytaros
What does the brand stand for: ‘Ecco stands for premium leather plus
innovative comfort, and this is a philosophy that has driven the design of
Ecco footwear since the foundation of the company in 1963.’
Average price points: €180 to €200 for high top trekking shoes
Most iconic piece: The Soft 8 as a modern version of the iconic tennis
court shoe
What‘s new: Fluidform-technology; Ecco‘s self invented Dyneema leather,
shown on their latest Exostrike model
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ESEMPLARE

GRIFFIN STUDIO

Country of origin: Italy
Founding year: 2014
Headquarters: Turin, Italy
Owners: Fulvio Botto, Franco Martorella
What does the brand stand for: Esemplare is a mix of handcraft and
technology. It counts itself as a sustainable brand giving an alternative
with its nylon repet, produced by recycling plastic bottles to optimize
and protect natural resources.
Average price points: €450 for jackets
Most iconic piece: The Iconic Trench
What‘s new: The ultrasonic sew–the garments created with this
innovative Esemplare ‘Sew-Free’ technique shall have an outstanding
thermal performance: they are waterproof and windproof thanks to the
water repellent properties of the heat-sealed fabrics

Country of origin: UK
Founding year: 1994
Headquarters: Loveland Farm, Hartland, Devon, UK
Founders/Managing directors: Jeff and Karina Griffin
What does the brand stand for: The British label Griffin Studio is
known for the mix of modern luxury sportswear and outdoor and focuses
on the importance of sustainability and ecologically friendly fashion.
Their techniques in seam bonding and laser cutting emphasize Griffin´s
heritage and military influences. The label has also collaborated with wellknown brands such as Kenzo, Baracuta, Woolrich and Berghaus.
Average price points: €350 to €1.000 for coats, €280 for pants
Most iconic piece: The Sleeping Bag Coat; the Bearskin Parka
What‘s new: Updated Welcombe Technical Jacket, available in two
limited edition finishes, which features an articulated sleeve, gusseted
armholes and welded shoulder protections and a internal breathable
membrane made from recyclable polyester; Griffin Down Smock boasts
a 2 in 1 garment that‘s fully reversible; Griffin Studio X Woolrich AW
2018 collaboration: Griffin Studio revisits the two iconic Woolrich
pieces Arctic Parka and Smock Anorak

FINISTERRE
Country of origin: England
Founding year: 2003
Headquarters: St Agnes, England, UK
Founder: Tom Kay
What does the brand stand for: Finisterre is a surf-clothing company
that designs functional and sustainable products for those that share a
love of the sea. The company history started with the production of a
new innovative fleece. The product range includes clothing gear for cold
water surfing including merino underwear and base layers, waterproof
and insulated jackets, sweatshirts, hoodies along with clothing for
running and yoga and accessories.
Average price points: €170 for outerwear, €57 for merino wool base layers
Most iconic piece: Waterproof and windproof fleece
What‘s new: A new initiative called #WetsuitsFromWetsuits, with the
development of a fully recycled and recyclable wetsuit; Finisterre Denim:
new techniques and blends including wool linings, durable construction,
water repellent finishes and a new innovative enzyme washing technique

GRIFFIN STUDIO

FINISTERRE

GRUNDÉNS
Country of origin: Sweden
Founding year: 1911
Headquarters: Borås, Sweden
CEO/Managing director: David Mellon
What does the brand stand for: The history
of Grundéns began when the founder Carl Grundén, the son of a
fisherman, started manufacturing water repellent garments by using
oilskins. The brand is well-known for its fishing apparel for professional
fishermen in the commercial marine industry. Today, Grundéns also
offers lifestyle wear under the subline Grundéns Originals.
Average price points: €130 to €170 for jackets
Most iconic piece: Herkules 16 Bib pants
What‘s new: Kryptek Highlander camouflage and updated New DeckBoss Boot, which is built with a flexible and protective toe cap and
an injection molded upper that eliminates delamination and cracking.
The Patented “Herkules Grip” compression molded rubber outsole is
certified with SRC Slip Resistance
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HEIMPLANET
Country of origin: Germany
Founding year: 2011
Headquarters: Hamburg, Germany
CEOs/Managing directors: Stefan Clauss, Stefan Schulze-Dieckhoff
What does the brand stand for: Heimplanet creates functional
outdoor products such as backpacks, travel essentials or tents with
a sophisticated design twist.
Average price points: €110-€240 for backpacks, €30-€65 for travel
essentials/additive packaging
Most iconic piece: The Cave tent, the inflatable tent is also playing an
iconic role right in the first episode of the new Netflix Original Series
Lost in Space.
What‘s new: With their capsule collection ‘Year of the Orange Koi,’
Afew store and Heimplanet celebrate the Japanese symbol of luck,
wealth and success: The Heimplanet Dopp Kit, the HPT Kit Bag and the
Ellipse backpack of the popular Motion series serve as a canvas for the
limited colorings with a specifically designed Koi camo

HELLY HANSEN

AFEW X HEIMPLANET

HAGLÖFS
Country of origin: Sweden
Founding year: 1914
Headquarters: Järfälla (Kallhäll), Sweden
CEO/Managing director: Carsten Unbehaun
What does the brand stand for: The Swedish company started as a
manufacturer of backpacks and is now known for outdoor clothing, like
functional underwear, fleece-, hardshell-, softshell- and ski clothing, shoes or
bedrolls, made of durable materials from suppliers like Gore-Tex or Polartec.
Average price points: €200-€500 for jackets, €100-€250 for pants
Most iconic piece: Spitz and Zenith Jacket
What‘s new: Haglöfs launched their new Eco Proof Jacket for s|s 2018.
It‘s environmentally friendly produced with recycled polyester, Bluesignapproved textiles and details, and fluorocarbon-free DWR treatment

Country of origin: Norway
Founding year: 1877
Headquarters: Oslo, Norway
CEO/Managing director: Paul Stoneham
What does the brand stand for: Originally the brand started in 1877
when sea captain Helly Juell Hansen launched a business producing
waterproof oilskin jackets, trousers, sou’westers and tarpaulins made
from coarse linen soaked in linseed oil. Helly Hansen is known for
professional-grade gear perfect for skiing, sailing, outdoor.
Average price points: €100-€500 for jackets, €100-€250 for pants
Most iconic piece: Lifa base layer
What‘s new: The Ægir series is built for professionals at the ocean and
named after the Norse mythology god of the sea. It includes the Ægir H2Flow
Salopette, an insulated water repellent Salopette built for layering utilizing
the Helly Hansen H2Flow technology giving ventilation and comfortable
adjustable quick drying performance. Besides, there is the Ægir Ocean Jacket,
made of the 3-ply Helly Tech fabric for waterproofing and breathability

HELLY HANSEN

HANWAG
Country of origin: Germany
Founding year: 1921
Headquarters: Vierkirchen, Germany
Managing director: Thomas Gröger
What does the brand stand for: Hanwag is a manufacturer of
mountaineering and trekking footwear. The products stand for
traditional Bavarian craftsmanship and durability combined with
technical expertise and continuous innovation. With a specific focus
on the perfect fit, robustness and high-quality materials, all of the
company’s footwear is made in Europe. All Hanwag footwear, with
the exception of double-stitched models, are made with a cemented
construction. This very complex shoemaking technique shall guarantee
that all models can be resoled to last even longer.
Average price points: €300 for trekking boots
Most iconic piece: The Tatra trekking boot
What‘s new: The Tatra Light, a reworked version of Hanwag’s Tatra
trekking boot
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LA SPORTIVA

LA SPORTIVA
Country of origin: Italy
Founding year: 1928
Headquarters: Ziano di Fiemme, Italy
CEO/Managing director: Lorenzo Delladio
What does the brand stand for: La Sportiva is a shoe and apparel
manufacturing company in the outdoor market.
Average price points: €120 for climbing shoes, €300 for trekking boots
Most iconic piece: Climbing shoes
What‘s new: Unika-according to La Sportiva the first mountain running
shoe on the market made in Europe

MAMMUT
Country of origin: Switzerland
Founding year: 1862
Headquarters: Seon (Aargau), Switzerland
CEO/Managing director: Dr. Oliver Pabst
What does the brand stand for: Mammut is a Swiss outdoor company
that provides products for fans of mountain sports around the world
combining functionality and performance with contemporary design.
With its combination of hardware, shoes and clothing, Mammut is one of
the most complete suppliers in the outdoor market.
Average price points: €200-€600 for jackets, €60-€200 for midlayers
and longsleeves
Most iconic piece: The Eiger Extreme line is composed of products that
have been designed for extreme alpine scenarios.
What‘s new: The Delta X collection, Mammut‘s approach to transfer its
expertise of high performance mountaineering products to the field of
urbaneering

LUNDHAGS
Country of origin: Sweden
Founding year: 1932
Headquarters: Stockholm, Sweden
CEO: Henrik Ottosson
What does the brand stand for: Founded as a shoe manufacturer, Lundhags
has grown into an all-encompassing outdoor brand offering functional and
durable quality products. Sustainability is key, and the brand recently challenged
the industry-norm by creating and presenting one collection a year only.
Average price points: Leather boots for €280, technical jackets for €200
Most iconic piece: Boots designed using the signature shell principle,
devoid of linings and layers, resulting in quick-drying boots allowing
customers to regulate their own temperature with their choice of socks.
What‘s new: A series of packs crafted from Lundhag’s own performance
material called Lundhags Poly Cotton (LPC) made from recycled polyester
and organic cotton

MA.STRUM
Country of origin: England
Founding year: 2008
Headquarters: Laindon, Essex, UK
CEO/Owner: John Sharp
What does the brand stand for: As an intersection of fashion and function,
the utilitarian designs and textile innovations of menswear brand Ma.Strum,
which began making gear in partnership with the iconic Massimo Osti archive,
specializes in technical outerwear and apparel, as products of an extensive
research and development process. Each collection is significantly influenced
by the world of sportswear, performance clothing and military design.
Average price points: €200-€400 for jackets & coats, €100-€200
for sweatshirts
Most iconic piece: Pegasus–Crystal nylon jacket
What‘s new: The Atlas jacket produced from brand signature Flash
Spun Bond Laminate, which is constructed from non-directional fibers
(plexifilaments) that are first spun and then bonded together by heat and
pressure. It is inherently breathable and water resistant
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NAPA BY MARTINE ROSE/NAPAPIJRI

NAPAPIJRI
Country of origin: Italy
Founding year: 1987
Headquarters: Stabio, Switzerland
Group president EMEA (VF/Napapijri): Martino Scabbia Guerrini
What does the brand stand for: Urban outdoor stalwart Napapijri
started out as a purveyor of performance products for the mountaintop,
but the streetwear crowd recently adopted its wares. London designer
Martine Rose has given a creative spin to the brand–the ongoing Napa by
Martine Rose collaboration is now in its third season.
Average price points: Mainline Rainforest jackets retail from €180, while
the same style from the Napa by Martine Rose line starts at about €500.
Most iconic piece: The Skidoo and Rainforest jackets (which Martine
Rose has re-interpreted in an oversized, ’90s inspired way)
What‘s new: Ze-Knit–a sustainable line of digitally knitted urbanwear

MONCLER

MONCLER
Country of origin: France
Founding year: 1952
Headquarters: Milan, Italy
CEO/President: Remo Ruffini
What does the brand stand for: Moncler stands for premium outerwear
collections that marry the extreme demands of nature with those of city life.
Average price points: €1,300 for outerwear
Most iconic piece: The Duvet
What‘s new: Moncler Genius–the brand now offers a series of
capsules, each one designed by a different designer (though also upon
a constant collab basis) to be delivered indicatively more often–from
every two-to-six-weeks–and each one handled like a single package in
terms of product, catered distribution and communication strategies

MUSTO
Country of origin: England
Founding year: 1965
Headquarters: Laindon, Essex, UK
Executive Chairman: Paul Stoneham
What does the brand stand for: Musto is known for its sailing clothes, but
also sells equestrian clothing, shooting apparel and lifestyle outdoor clothing.
In 1979 Musto developed the first three layer clothing system for sailors.
Average price points: €600 for jackets
Most iconic piece: Launched in 1988, the Snug Blouson became a firm
favourite among sailors and riders alike.
What‘s new: The Siku Parka; the outer has been constructed from
highly breathable and waterproof Gore-Tex fabric while Primaloft
Gold shall ensure the best insulation on the market for enhanced heat
retention. A double hood system increases warmth through a baffled,
insulated design and an ergonomic shape. An anatomical softshell face
mask, featuring nylon ‘metal’ mesh, shall supply optimal breathability
without compromising protection
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NEMEN

PEAK PERFORMANCE

Country of origin: Italy
Founding year: 2012
Headquarters: Milan, Italy
CEO/Managing director: Leonardo Fasolo
What does the brand stand for: Outerwear with redirecting styles/
techniques/materials from their typical manifestations toward new
aesthetics and applications
Average price points: €800 for jackets
Most iconic piece: The Nemen L.E.D. Jacket; in the L.E.D., optical
fibers are woven within the fabric, thus creating an area which
is entirely lit by a system of 12 integrated LEDs powered by two
rechargeable lithium batteries.
What‘s new: NMN Guard jacket with a modular concept that features
a combination of different elements. Shell, vest and insulation styles can
be combined or used separately

Country of origin: Sweden
Founding year: 1986
Headquarters: Stockholm, Sweden
COO/Business unit leader: Sara Molnar
What does the brand stand for: Active and ski wear sporting
performance, quality and sleek design. Today, the offering has also evolved
to serve clothing created for everyday use in the urban environment.
Average price points: €100-€700 for jackets/coats/parkas
Most iconic piece: The Xjacket, a series of premium jackets for the
urban citizen
What‘s new: For f/w ‘18 Peak Performance and Nigel Cabourn release
their second collab collection. The garments take inspiration from the
past and Cabourn’s impressive vintage archives, combining it with Peak
Performance‘s expertise in outerwear
PEAK PERFORMANCE X NIGEL CABOURN

NYLOLITE BY BLAUER USA
Country of origin: Italy
Founding year: 2017
Headquarters: Montegalda (Vicenza), Italy
CEO/Managing director: Enzo Fusco
What does the brand stand for: The brand offers iconic jacket styles
such as the bomber, parka and police jacket reinterpreted with a new
fitting and in a more conceptual way than the original style by mixing
different fabrics such as cotton gabardine and nylon matelassé, added
with a lightweight down padding. All pieces are garment dyed and
available in a selection of bright colors. A compact selection of knitwear
pieces completes the offer.
Average price points: €400 for jackets
Most iconic piece: The Bomber Jacket
What‘s new: Garment dyed pieces in
nylon gloss mixed with 3D network and gabardine’s details

NYLOLITE BY BLAUER USA

PAS NORMAL STUDIOS
Country of origin: Denmark
Founding year: 2004
Headquarters: Copenhagen, Denmark
Founders: Peter Madsen, Karl-Oskar Olsen
What does the brand stand for: Pas Normal Studios is a ‘high-end
contemporary, technical cycling clothing brand. The brand honors the
great traditions of cycling, but is above all committed to the patterns and
colors that define state of the art fashion today’.
Average price points: €205 for jerseys, €200 for jackets
Most iconic piece: Essential zip-up cycling jersey
What‘s new: The s/s 2018 collection of the signature Mechanism
line comes with a bolder color palette; T.K.O, a new signature label for
technical innovation and fashion based aesthetics
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RAPHA

SALOMON
Country of origin: France
Founding year: 1947
Headquarters: Épagny Metz-Tessy, France
President: Jean-Marc Pambet
What does the brand stand for: Salomon offers products for various
sports markets, including trail running, hiking, climbing, adventure
racing, skiing, and snowboarding.
Average price points: €170 for running jackets, €80-600 for pants,
€180 for running footwear
Most iconic piece: The Salomon SX91 Equipe ski boot
What‘s new: The ‘ME:sh’ sneakers, a collaboration by French designer
Marine Serre and Salomon, for f/w ‘18. ME:sh is ‘a co-creation platform
merging Salomon DNA and fit expertise with the needs and preferences
of consumers. The service allows for full customization of footwear
based on anatomical fit, biomechanics, usage analysis, and aesthetic
references. This revolutionary method of production is made possible
by the crossover of traditional shoemaking techniques and full-fledged
S/LAB digitized technologies. Moreover, ME:sh calls for the return of
local production with its first facility based in Annecy, France.’

RAPHA

SALOMON

Country of origin: UK
Founding year: 2004
Headquarters: London, UK
Founder/CEO: Simon Mottram
What does the brand stand for: Rapha was established to address
a need for stylish, high-performance cycling clothing. It now provides
products for every road cyclist and continues to push the boundaries
of innovation in cyclewear. Alongside this, Rapha has cultivated a global
community of passionate cyclists who come together as members of the
Rapha Cycling Club (RCC), the largest club of its kind in the World. Rapha’s
direct to consumer model and unique brand values come to life in its travel
offering and in the global network of Clubhouses that combine retail, a cafe
and cycling culture under the same roof.
Average price points: €100 to €225 for casual jackets ranging up to €450
for a wool coat or the Shadow fabric blazer
Most iconic piece: Classic jersey and classic bibs; classic jersey is the
first jersey Rapha made and launched in 2004. It is said to be still their
best selling product along the classic bibs launched in 2006. They have
both been revamped in 2016.
What‘s new: Shadow is a double DWR treated non-membrane water
resistant fabric technology that is specifically engineered for high tempo
racing and training

ROA
Country of origin: Italy
Founding year: 2016
Headquarters: Milan, Italy
CEO/Designer: Maurizio Quaglia
What does the brand stand for: Hiking footwear–‘Roa is a brand for
mountain enthusiasts, rooted in passion and search for beauty. One shoe
that brings together technical performance and aesthetics, preserving
traditional manufacturing processes that ensure the best outcome,
keeping the spirit and the thrill of hiking alive.’
Average price points: €250 to €425
Most iconic piece: The Andreas hiking shoe
What‘s new: Two new silhouettes and a new sole on the SP19 model
were launched for s/s ’19

STAY HUNGRY SPORTS
Country of origin: Germany
Founding year: 2015
Headquarters: Berlin, Germany
CEO/Founder: Matti Röse
What does the brand stand for: Stay Hungry Sports focuses on creating
casual and classy sportswear, exclusively made in Europe and in limited
quantities. ‘The collection is inspired from the founder‘s experiences
growing up in nature and blended to modern lives living within urban
environments. The focus lies on simplicity but elevates the products with
the necessary technical details to make them unique and practical for
daily urban outdoor activities or total wilderness use at the same time.’
Average price points: €200-€300 for jackets, €40-€150 for shirts
Most iconic piece: A capsule collection made with a Waxed Cotton from
British Millerain. It runs an outdoor inspired coach’s jacket with the signature
chest pocket and a shoulder bag made in collaboration with Bagjack.
What‘s new: ‘Rather than innovation a constant attention to produce
quality goods from leading European manufacturers.’
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STONE ISLAND

WOLFSKIN TECH LAB

Country of origin: Italy
Founding year: 1982
Headquarters: Ravarino, Italy
Creative Director/Chairman: Carlo Rivetti
What does the brand stand for: Stone Island is an outerwear and
sportswear brand that considers itself as the symbol of extreme research
in fibers and textiles, applied to an innovative design. Besides the main line
there are Stone Island Shadow Project and Stone Island Junior
Average price points: From about €400-€500 up to over €1,000 for jackets
Most iconic piece: The Ice Jacket (released in 1988) born from
experimentation with a heat sensitive fabric that is extremely striking as
its color varies upon changes in temperature; the Reflective Jacket originating
from 1992 when Stone Island started researching reflective fabrics based on
the study of safety workwear clothing.
What‘s new: Man-Made Suede, suede-look garments made through an
elaborate industrial process applied to a non-woven, nylon microfiber and
polyurethane resins that have been coagulated, resin-coated and washed

Country of origin: Germany
Founding year: 2016
Headquarters: Idstein, Germany
CEO: Melody Harris-Jensbach
What does the brand stand for: Wolfskin Tech Lab is a sub line of Jack
Wolfskin outdoor brand. The motto of the premium urban collection
‘Style meets technology’ is key. The design and modern look are clean and
fashionable, combined with high technology and function
Average price points: €200-€700 for jackets/coats
Most iconic piece/What‘s new: The award-winning Storm Shell jacket
with the cleanest design possible and featuring technology with no visible
tapes or seams; all the seams have been invisibly sealed using XALT Garment
System technology

STONE ISLAND

VOLLEBAK
Country of origin: UK
Founding year: 2016
Headquarters: London, UK
CEOs/Managing directors/Co-founders: Steve and Nick Tidball
What does the brand stand for: Vollebak is a two year old startup
taking on the outdoor industry. Founded by twin brothers and adventure
athletes Nick and Steve Tidball, they use science and technology to aim to
make the most advanced sports gear
Average price points: Baselayers €135, hoodies €250, Ski jackets €550
Most iconic piece: Blackout edition
What‘s new: The brand’s 100 Year Hoodie is as soft as a favorite
cotton sweater, but built from 100% Kevlar–the same material found in
spacesuits, body armor and aircraft carriers. The brand has taken aramid
fibers with a strength to weight ratio five times stronger than steel and
spun them into a super soft knit to make the most indestructible hoodie
ever worn. Milled in the US and manufactured in Portugal, each 100 Year
Hoodie takes over 28 weeks to make, but is meant to last a lifetime
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NORTH AMERICA
AETHER

AETHER

Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2009
Headquarters: Los Angeles, California, USA
CEOs: Palmer West, Jonah Smith
What does the brand stand for: Aether was born out of the desire
for a men’s collection that looked at home in the city but was built to
withstand the outdoors. Today, Aether is a complete lifestyle collection
for urban-dwelling, design-focused, well-traveled men and women
Average price points: $100 to $300 for tops and jackets
Most iconic piece: The expedition motorcycle jacket
What‘s new: Highly functional, technical fabrics that stand up against
the outdoors; a footwear line

AIMÉ LEON DORE

ARC’TERYX VEILANCE
Country of origin: Canada
Founding year: 2009
Headquarters: Vancouver, Canada
CEO/Managing director: Jon Hoerauf
What does the brand stand for: Men’s only line from premium outdoor
brand Arc’teryx. With technical, minimalist design at its core, Veilance is
a system of essential forms designed for navigating and responding to
urban environments
Average price points: €500 to €1,800 for jackets
Most iconic piece: Jackets in general
What‘s new: The Partition LT Coat, a three-quarter length overcoat
with a removable hood in a classic silhouette made from a lightweight
nylon faced 3-layer Gore-Tex fabric, weighing only 365 gramm/12.9 oz

AIMÉ LEON DORE
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2012
Headquarters: New York City, New York, USA
Founder/Designer: Teddy Santis
What does the brand stand for: Outdoor inspired menswear, ‘Classic
European styling meets 1990s Queens, NYC’
Average price points: $45 to $1,500
Most iconic piece: Logo hat
What‘s new: Collaborative outerwear with Woolrich
(drops November 2018)
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BEYOND CLOTHING

BATTENWEAR

Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2012
Headquarters: Seattle, Washington, USA
CEO: Rick Elder
What does the brand stand for: Beyond was created out of the need
for survival clothing systems engineered specifically with the mission in
mind. They build clothing systems, training for those systems, and futureuse concepts that drive the way we think about human exposure to all
environments. Fusing technology, field experience and training allows for
a capability that adapts to all environments for one purpose–‘The Save.’
Average price points: $215 for outerwear
Most iconic piece: Rig Light Softshell Jacket
What‘s new: A proprietary waterproof fabric developed in close
collaboration with Cordura. The Lutra fabric is a 3L waterproof
breathable fabric that utilizes Cordura yarn to create a material that
shall surpass the tear strength of competitors by nearly double. This
fabric is designed to withstand abrasion while maintaining protection
from the most extreme weather
BEYOND CLOTHING

BATTENWEAR
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2011
Headquarters: New York City, New York, USA
Founder/Designer: Shinya Hasegawa
What does the brand stand for: Battenwear is for the adventurer
who needs well-made gear that can handle the demands of the great
outdoors while still being fashionable for everyday city wear
Average price points: $200 to $300
Most iconic piece: Scout Anorak, Five-pocket Canyon Shirt
What‘s new: Made in Japan Collection, Rugby Shirt

BEST MADE
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2008
Headquarters: New York City, New York, USA
Founder/Designer: Peter Buchanan-Smith
What does the brand stand for: Best Made seeks to empower
people to get outside, use their hands and in doing so embark on a
life of fulfilling projects and lasting experiences. ‘We are dedicated
to equipping customers with quality apparel, tools and dependable
information that they can use and pass down for generations.’
Average price points: $6 (a patch) to $700 (trucker jacket)
Most iconic piece: A Best Made axe
What‘s new: Ventile anorak
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BURTON

CANADA GOOSE

Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 1977
Headquarters: Burlington, Vermont, USA
CEO/Managing director: Donna Carpenter
What does the brand stand for: Jake Burton Carpenter founded Burton
out of his Vermont barn and has dedicated his life to snowboarding
ever since. Today, Burton designs and manufactures products for
snowboarding and the snowboard lifestyle, including snowboards, boots,
bindings, outerwear and layering as well as year-round apparel, packs/
bags and accessories
Average price points: $140-$500 for jackets
Most iconic piece: Burton Luxemore Active Wear; men‘s Burton Gore-Tex
Edgecomb Rain Jacket; women‘s Burton Gore-Tex 2L Packrite Rain Jacket
What‘s new: Living Lining, a three-layer thermo regulating technology;
collabs with Neighborhood and Off-White/Vogue
BURTON

CANADA GOOSE
Country of origin: Canada
Founding year: 1957
Headquarters: Toronto, Canada
CEO: Dani Reiss
What does the brand stand for: Luxury performance outerwear
Average price points: $900 for jackets
Most iconic piece: Expedition Parka
What‘s new: Merino knitwear

CAMP BRAND GOODS

CAMP BRAND GOODS

Country of origin: Canada
Founding year: 2011
Headquarters: Calgary, Canada
Owners/Managing directors: Connor and Leslie Gould
What does the brand stand for: ‘If it‘s not comfortable, it‘s not Camp.’
Since day one, it has been Camp Brand Goods‘ mission to create high
quality fleece and casualwear that reflects the owners‘ lifestyle of
enjoying the outdoors and supporting those who do the same
Average price points: $30-$70 for tops
Most iconic piece: Shirt with the ‘Happy Camper’ logo
What‘s new: A line of clothing that will be made right in the brand‘s
hometown of Calgary
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COLDSMOKE

CORRIDOR NYC

Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2012
Headquarters: Venice, California, USA
CEO: Randy Breitenbach
What does the brand stand for: Coldsmoke aims to define the future
of American made apparel. It designs for use-case and versatility rather
than seasons
Average price points: $9 to $500 for accessories/apparel
Most iconic piece: Kunnak Shirt Jacket
What‘s new: Details such as Schoeller waterproof back panels and
elbow patches for durability and protection, stretch-rib shawl collars
that can be flipped up for extra comfort and protection from the
elements, zippered hand-warmer pockets with silicon-dipped zipperpulls, a side-zip chest pocket and, on the inside, a media pocket

Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2013
Headquarters: New York City, New York, USA
CEO/Managing director: Dan Snyder
What does the brand stand for: Corridor is a design studio and
manufacturing company that melds Northeastern prep with New York
City’s modern sensibility. The brand strives to create clothing that is
tasteful yet interesting, while still being accessible
Average price points: $185 for shirts, $495 for outerwear
Most iconic piece: Waxed Cotton M65; Japanese Dot Shirt; Duck Dyed
Indigo Overshirt
What‘s new: A higher focus on milling unique fabrics and dobby weaves
in India and a renewed interest in using workwear fabrics in USA-made
garments, but items moving away from importing fabrics for USA-made
goods, and making them abroad

COLUMBIA

DANNER

Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 1938
Headquarters: Portland, Oregon, USA
Chairman: Gert Boyle
What does the brand stand for: Columbia is one of the world’s biggest
names in outdoor wear and sportswear. Its cool urban lines such as Black
Label, Columbia x Kith, Columbia x Opening Ceremony and the Columbia
Pacific Northwest Collection show the youth inspired, fashionable side of
the respected brand
Average price points: $20 to $300 for apparel
Most iconic piece: Camo Vest from the
Pacific Northwest Collection; Columbia x Kith Chuting Jacket; Columbia x
Opening Ceremony Whirlibird Parka
What‘s new: Lightweight outerwear with the innovative technology of
the big brand and the niche chic of the smaller label

DANNER

DYNE

Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 1932
Headquarters: Portland, Oregon, USA
Founder: Charles Danner
What does the brand stand for: Craft quality outdoor footwear
of lasting value
Average price points: €120 to €400
Most iconic piece: Danner Light and Mountain Light boot
What‘s new: Mountain 600 All Terrain Boot and Skyridge

DYNE
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2015
Headquarters: Portland, Oregon, USA
CEO/Managing director/Creative director: Christopher Bevans
What does the brand stand for: Dyne is a luxury active-wear company
at the interface of fashion, technology and performance.
Average price points: $175 for apparel
Most iconic piece: The Renzo Tracksuit; the Galaxy 3/4 Tee
What‘s new: Smart Black Fabrication: Nylon woven fabric running with
Carbon Threads attracting and trapping heat; Schoeller Coldblack: Body
temperature regulating fabric manufactured to absorb both heat and light
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ENGINEERED GARMENTS

FRONTEER FOOTWEAR

Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2002 (first full collection)
Headquarters: New York City, New York, USA
CEO/Managing director: Daiki Suzuki
What does the brand stand for: Engineered Garments is the result
of its founder’s passion for the American Clothing Heritage. So the
colorful and constructivist collections are made in the US by traditional
manufacturers, such as Woolrich Woolen Mills, and show iconic
outdoor pieces often made of natural fiber
Average price points: €400 for jackets, €270 for pants
Most iconic piece: The C-1 Radio Vest with patched pockets
What‘s new: Clothes made from one piece of fabric

Country of origin: USA/Vietnam and China
Founding year: 2015
Headquarters: Los Angeles, California, USA
CEO/Managing director: Jon Tang
What does the brand stand for: Fronteer is a lifestyle outdoor footwear
brand. It bridges the gap between performance outdoors and the
everyday lifestyle
Average price points: $100-$170 for footwear
Most iconic piece: Super Gratton and Aqua Solo shoes
What‘s new: Using all Vibram outsoles for the latest footwear. This
includes both trekking/hiking specific outsoles as well as true vulcanized
rubber outsoles from Vibram. They all use 100% raw sticky rubber for
the toe caps and tapes. Each shoe features soft microfiber suede sock
covers to absorb sweat and can be worn sockless. The latest products
also feature military twill canvas uppers, triple later toe caps and
ballistic nylon materials

ENGINEERED GARMENTS

HOLUBAR
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 1947
Headquarters: Pordenone, Italy
CEO/Managing director: Alberto Raengo
What does the brand stand for: Holubar is considered one
of the outdoor pioneer brands and has inspired many other brands of
this segment in Northern America with its innovations. It has started
employing nylon and down paddings in the ‘50s and in the same years
invented the Mountain Parka (of whose Deer Hunter is an example),
which is said to be one of the most popular outdoor jackets in America.
Average price points: €599-€699 for jackets
Most iconic piece: Deer Hunter
What‘s new: Starting from f/w 2018 Holubar follows a ‘no fur policy’;
products also feature military twill canvas uppers, triple later toe caps
and ballistic nylon materials
HOWHOLUBAR

FAYETTECHILL
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2009
Headquarters: Fayetteville, Arkansas, USA
CEO: Mo Elliott
What does the brand stand for: Fayettechill creates ‘goods for the
woods that are good for the woods’. Designed in the Ozark Mountain
Smokehouse, utilizing built-to-last & eco materials, they strive to lessen
their impact on the environment with each seasonal product collection
Average price points: $3 to $78 for accessories/apparel
Most iconic piece: Fozzy Sweater
What‘s new: Hiring local and nationally known artists, utilizing recycled
polyester, hemp and organic cotton and producing USA-made goods
whenever possible
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ISAORA
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2009
Headquarters: New York City, New York, USA
Founders: Marc Daniels, Rick Hendry
What does the brand stand for: Outerwear brand Isaora believes
‘shopping should be freeing, not discriminatory. For hundreds of years, big
brands have divided everyone into binary genders-male and female’. Just
as Isaora refuses to use antique manufacturing methods that waste water
and cause pollution, so too does it refuse to settle for outdated templates
of identity. Its non-binary line considers those who don’t identify along old
fashioned black and white concepts of gender
Average price points: $75-$500 for apparel
Most iconic piece: Guaranteed for life T-shirts
What‘s new: The brand’s facilities use 75% less water and save 1.71
gallons of H2O for every shirt they produce

LULULEMON

HOWLER BROTHERS

HOWLER BROTHERS
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2010
Headquarters: Austin, Texas, USA
CEO/Managing director: Chase Heard
What does the brand stand for: Leisurewear for outdoors, mainly
surfing and fishing
Average price points: $35-$89 for apparel
Most iconic piece: The Gaucho Snapshirt
What‘s new: More pieces including cutting-edge tech such as stretch
polymers and performance features that blend in with inspired vintage
styles and artful prints

Country of origin: Canada
Founding year: 1998
Headquarters: Vancouver, Canada
CEO: Calvin McDonald
What does the brand stand for: Lululemon is a yoga-inspired athletic
apparel company for women and men. It makes a variety of types of
athleticwear, including performance shirts, shorts, and pants, as well
as lifestyle apparel and yoga accessories. The brand attempts to adopt
a genuine, customer-education focus. Since 2009 its Lululemon Lab
concept stores aim to offer products that are even closer connected
to inner city needs
Average price points: $8-$400 for yoga equipment and apparel
Most iconic piece: Luon leggings (made of 82% nylon and 18% spandex)
What‘s new: The company uses both waterproof technology, in
addition to Silverescent (odor-control) and synthetic and natural blend
fabrics in the manufacturing of its products

IRON & RESIN
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2012
Headquarters: Ventura, California, USA
CEOs: Thom Hill, Jackson Chandler
What does the brand stand for: Born in a small, Southern California,
blue-collar beach town, Iron & Resin is the brainchild of several friends
who, after decades of collective experience building successful clothing
brands, decided to turn back the clock and start anew. The result is
a small, hand built collection of goods that draws heavily upon the
founder’s own (outdoor) lifestyles and experiences.
Average price points: Up to $750 for apparel
Most iconic piece: The Rambler Jacket
What‘s new: Rugged performance pieces
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MISSION WORKSHOP

OAKLEY BY SAMUEL ROSS

Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2009
Headquarters: San Francisco, California, USA
Founders: Bart Kyzar, Mark Falvai
What does the brand stand for: Technical lifestyle cycling bags and apparel
Average price points: $20-$130 for bags/apparel
Most iconic piece: Expanding bag called The Vandal
What‘s new: Technical but extremely weatherproof accessories and
bike/outdoor gear

MONITALY
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 1989
Headquarters: Hermosa Beach, California, USA
Designer: Yuki Matsuda
What does the brand stand for: Monitaly revitalizes classic American
silhouettes through designer Yuki Matsuda’s unique vision. Standing on the
shoulders of clothing artisans from the American past, the brand strives
to both elevate once casual garments and rejuvenate formal silhouettes
through relentless re-evaluation and clever re-contextualization.
Average price points: $200-$400 for apparel
Most iconic piece: The Weekend Shirt
What‘s new: Sticking to American craftsmanship and clothing that
ages beautifully

MUTTONHEAD

OAKLEY
MUTTONHEAD
Country of origin: Canada
Founding year: 2009
Headquarters: Toronto, Canada
CEOs/Managing directors: Meg and Mel Sinclair
What does the brand stand for: Muttonhead is a Canadian-made unisex
clothing brand with an outdoor appeal
Average price points: $100 for apparel
Most iconic piece: Camping Hoodie, and The Toque
What‘s new: Making more products reversible to increase wearability,
as well as currently designing a line of weatherproof accessories

Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 1975
Headquarters: Foothill Ranch, California, USA
CEO/Managing director: Colin Baden
What does the brand stand for: Oakley’s celebrated for its sports
performance heritage but has broadened its appeal by partnering with
multidisciplinary London designer Samuel Ross of A-Cold-Wall for f/w
‘18. Ross has lent his experimental creativity to a range of apparel and
accessories, giving Oakley’s functional practicality a conceptual spin.
Average price points: Frogskins sunglasses start at $100
Most iconic piece: The Frogskins sunglasses
What‘s new: Aside from the Oakley by Samuel Ross line, The Frogskins
capsule collection is a recent addition–a full range of apparel and
accessories inspired by the Frogskins sunglasses, defined by ‘urban style
and active comfort.’
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OUTDOOR VOICES

OUTDOOR VOICES

Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2013
Headquarters: Austin, Texas, USA
Founder/CEO: Tyler Haney
What does the brand stand for: Outdoor Voices is an active lifestyle
brand that makes technical apparel for recreation. Founded on the belief
that exercise doesn’t have to be defined by performance and competition,
the brand celebrates approaching activity with humor, ease, and delight.
Average price points: $35 to $135
Most iconic piece: The Athena Crop and Two-Tone Leggings are OV
classics and bestsellers. Both styles have been integral to OV since the
beginning, and are designed to be worn for a range of activities like yoga,
dog walking, hiking, and running
What‘s new: OV launched its first activity-specific collection for
running on an augmented reality app called OV Trail Shop. This
collection was the first time OV has offered pieces specifically designed
with a runner‘s needs in mind, head-to-toe. The intention is to push the
boundaries on technology, providing customers with a digital shopping
experience at over 50 locations in 23 cities. OV also plans to offer and
grow with products for activities like running, cycling, or tennis

OUTLIER
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2008
Headquarters: New York City, New York, USA
Founders: Abe Burmeister, Tyler Clemens
What does the brand stand for: Outlier makes garments that evolve
around the boundaries of fashion using a function driven design process
and high quality technical fabrics
Average price points: $50-$350 for apparel
Most iconic piece: OG Pants
What‘s new: Experiment 088–Futuredarts, an experimental pant
cut, using long darts instead of sideseams to create a free moving and
tapered silhouette and sewn up in the lightweight and strong F.Cloth
fabric for warm weather performance
PATAGONIA

NIKELAB ACG
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2014
Headquarters: Beaverton, Oregon, USA
CEO/President: Mark Parker
What does the brand stand for: NikeLab ACG (All Condition Gear) is
a subline of US sports giant Nike. Designed with Acronym founder and
Berlin-based designer Errolson Hugh, NikeLab ACG embodies his formfollows-function ethos and Nike‘s dedication to performance and mobility
by extreme fit testing, breathable, protective fabric and modern design.
Average price points: $470 for jackets, $295 for backpacks,
$235 for sneakers
Most iconic piece: NikeLab ACG Gore-Tex 2 in 1 System Jacket; NikeLab
ACG Alpine Jacket
What‘s new: For summer 2018 the collection includes Gore-Tex jackets,
deploy cargo shorts, track pants, and T-shirts offered in breathable
materials and bright hues

PATAGONIA
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 1973
Headquarters: Ventura, California, USA
CEO/Managing director: Rose Marcario
What does the brand stand for: The origins of the brand are for sure
in the mountains as founder and rock climber Yvon Chouinard started
with self-manufactured climbing gear. Today Patagonia is one of the bestknown outdoor brands in the world that commits itself also to be the
most sustainable one
Average price points: $35 for shirts, $295 for jackets
Most iconic piece: The Down Sweater Jacket available for men and
women (and kids) in numerous colors
What‘s new: More important than design or technology is Patagonia’s
recent multimedia campaign ‘Blue Heart’ that is trying to urge
international banks to stop investing in the destruction of Europe’s
last wild rivers. Notably Patagonia aims to protect the Balkan region
from more than 3,000 proposed hydropower projects that threaten
to destroy the richly diverse culture, history and ecology of the region
known as the Blue Heart of Europe
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PENFIELD

RYU

Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 1975
Headquarters: Hudson, Massachusetts, USA
CEO/Managing director: James Barshall
What does the brand stand for: The ‘icon of life in the open’ Penfield,
is an outdoor clothing brand that was established by Harvey Gross.
As the forefront of the New England aesthetic, Penfield saw the
potential of warm and protective down isolated outerwear and released
its first collection with four key outerwear styles, an authentic blend of
technical fabrics and Ivy League menswear staples. From then on, the
brand has built a reputation for making down-filled jackets and fleece.
Average price points: $140-$590 for jackets and coats, $165 for pants
Most iconic piece: Equinox Down Jacket, Lexington Parka Jacket
What‘s new: Unami Polar Fleece made of mid-weight polyester plush
fleece; Squall Short Parka in bonded nylon made of water resistant
and windproof bonded fabric, features two lower handwarmer
pockets; the 2018 Bear Pack collection includes jackets, sweatshirts,
T-shirts, shorts and caps

POLER STUFF
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2010
Headquarters: Portland, Oregon, USA
Founders: Benji Wagner, Kharma Vella
What does the brand stand for: Poler Stuff is a brand created to
bridge the gap between action sports and traditional outdoor activities,
recognizing that a modern active outdoor lifestyle encompasses them
both. It makes stuff for the roamers and seekers, gear that is both fun
and functional and suited for everyday use in the city as well as your
next trip into the wild
Average price points: $20-$200 for apparel
Most iconic piece: 3L Duck Jacket
What‘s new: Features like 20k waterproof breathable nylon with tricot
backing and silicone Poler labels, dip tipped zip pulls and unique tape
accents at the pockets and hood
RELWEN

RELWEN
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2007
Headquarters: Columbus, Ohio, USA
CEO/Managing director: Jamie Rupp
What does the brand stand for: Relwen is a small batch production
with total focus upon the quality and durability of outerwear designs,
fabrics and the constructions utilized in each garment.
Average price points: From $98 for knit polos to $688 for a winter parka
Most iconic piece: Dual Combat Jacket; Waxed Snap CPO
What‘s new: Fabrication and fit, slimmer
and lighter silhouettes that, at the same time, are able to stretch, breathe,
and, in some cases, resist water

RYU
Country of origin: Canada
Founding year: 2015
Headquarters: Vancouver, Canada
CEO: Marcello Leone
What does the brand stand for: Ryu is an urban athletic apparel line
for everyday needs.
Average price points: $37 to $250
Most iconic piece: The Quick & the Locker Pack
What‘s new: The Ethos Series–a patented construction/design process that
allows unrestricted motion but still provides a tailored fit
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THE NORTH FACE BLACK SERIES

SPIEWAK
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 1904
Headquarters: New York City, New York, USA
Founder: Isaac Spiewak
What does the brand stand for: Since WWI, the family name has
traveled over land, sea and air with a promise to protect. Spiewak‘s
Golden Fleece was a dependable sight on outerwear and gear, including
the pea coat, snorkel parka and flight jacket, produced for decades of
use by the Armed Forces. The brand’s expertise continues to meet the
demands of emergency, safety and transportation workers worldwide.
Average price points: $80 to $500 for apparel
Most iconic piece: Snorkel Parka
What‘s new: Waterproof apparel, made of triple-layer technical fabric
composed of one layer of thread-dyed cotton chambray, a breathable
waterproof membrane, and an outer layer of nylon with contrasting
details in Flight Satin

TEVA
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 1984
Headquarters: Goleta, California, USA
Brand president: Wendy Yang
What does the brand stand for: Strappy sandals for outdoor use
Average price points: $59-$120 for footwear
Most iconic piece: The Teva Original sandal–born on the Grand Canyon
as two watchbands and a pair of thongs
What‘s new: Teva’s Terra-Float collection, grounded in a featherweight
FloatLite sole combined with quick-drying and ultra-soft flex-fit knit;
the Teva Indio Collection: Comprised of the Indio Whip and Indio
Jewell, this collection is a play on proportions, chunky platform styles
are elevated with materials like lightweight mesh, beachy neoprene,
luxe leather bindings and bold buckles; the Teva x Snow Peak collab:
Teva's popular XLT2 sandal combined with Snow Peak's outdoor
features, with an updated paracord system and EVA foam lightweight
midsoles and durable rubber footbeds.

TEVA

THE NORTH FACE
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 1968
Headquarters: Alameda, California, USA
Global brand president: Arne Arens
What does the brand stand for: The North Face is an outdoor company
specializing in outerwear, fleece, coats, shirts, footwear, and equipment
such as backpacks, tents, and sleeping bags. The brand recently reached
out further into the urban outdoor segment with the Urban Exploration
Black Series. Collabs with brands and retailers such as Supreme and
Beams are also part of The North Face’s urban outdoor range.
Average price points: €50 to €500
Most iconic piece: The Nuptse Jacket, 1992
What‘s new: The waterproof Apex Flex material will be launching into
the urban lines in fall
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TOM BECKBE

TOM BECKBE

Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2015
Headquarters: Birmingham, Alabama, USA
CEO/Managing director: Radcliff Menge
What does the brand stand for: High-quality, American-made products
that are at home in the field, city and everywhere in between
Average price points: $95-$1,399 for apparel
Most iconic piece: Tensaw Jacket, a rugged and distinctive jacket that
transitions from field to city
What‘s new: Classic outdoor fabrics with modern lines and
functionality to create a comfortable, updated look with nostalgia

TOPO DESIGNS

TOPO DESIGNS
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2008
Headquarters: Denver, Colorado, USA
CEOs/Managing directors: Jedd Rose,
Mark Hansen
What does the brand stand for: As Western natives, founders Mark
Hansen and Jedd Rose have roots in the mountain culture and outdoor
living, they created bag and apparel company Topo Designs, which takes
advantage of innovative technologies, to ensure a timeless look with modern
functionality and simplicity. The backpacks, bags, apparel and accessories are
made to work seamlessly together, in any environment, for anywhere on the
map. By keeping its manufacturing local, Topo affirms its bond to its roots and
sets itself the target that customers can connect to Topo
Average price points: $89-$200 for bags/apparel
Most iconic piece: Mountain Fleece
What‘s new: More technical packs and bags for everyday versatility
and durability. More technical apparel features and builds using stretch,
DWR, wind resistance and moisture management
TRACKSMITH

TRACKSMITH
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2014
Headquarters: Boston, Massachusetts, USA
CEO: Matt Taylor
What does the brand stand for: Tracksmith is an independent running
brand ‘honoring the amateur spirit upon which the sport was founded and
championing the Running Class–the non-professional yet competitive runners
dedicated to the pursuit of personal excellence. It offers well-considered and
authentic products for training, racing and recovery’.
Average price points: $50 for tops, up to $300 for jackets
Most iconic piece: Van Cortlandt Singlet–the first product Tracksmith
has ever created which signifies its belief that ‘race day is sacred’.
It’s made from Tracksmith‘s lightweight and antimicrobial 2:09 Mesh
and features an iconic sash inspired by the Cornell track and field teams
of the late 1800s
What‘s new: Re-introducing the Run Cannonball Run Shorts, made
from 100% polyester. The shorts feature the same chlorine-proof
material you‘d find in classic swimsuits, but with enough stretch and
breathability for comfort on a run. The outside’s blend of nylon and
elastane lets moisture roll off the surface
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UAS

WESTERLIND

Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2016
Headquarters: Baltimore, Maryland, USA
CEO/Managing director: Kevin Plank
What does the brand stand for: UAS (Under Armour Sportswear) is
a sportswear sublabel of US sports performance gear company Under
Armour. With UAS (originally designed by Tim Coppens) it features
sports apparel with a lifestyle approach
Average price points: $150 for sneakers, $350 for jackets
Most iconic piece: RLT Suede Fat Tire, a men‘s lifestyle boot
What‘s new: Rapper A$AP Rocky‘s first line for UAS

WOOLRICH

WESTERLIND
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 2011
Headquarters: New York City, New York, USA
Founder/CEO: Andrea Westerlind
What does the brand stand for: An intersection where technical
outdoor gear and apparel meet a style-minded boutique
Average price points: $9 (socks) to $275 (Climbing Jumpsuit)
Most iconic piece: Climbing jumpsuit
What‘s new: In-house line (launched spring 2018)

WOOLRICH
Country of origin: USA
Founding year: 1830
Headquarters: Bologna/Milan, Italy & New York City, New York, USA
CEO/Managing director: Paolo Corinaldesi
What does the brand stand for: Woolrich considers itself to be the
‘oldest American outerwear clothing brand’
Average price points: €350 for s/s and €800 for f/w outer jackets
Most iconic piece: Arctic Parka for winter seasons and GTX Mountain
Jacket in Gore-Tex for summer seasons
What‘s new: The Woolrich Outdoor line for men created together
with Goldwin
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ASIA
GOLDWIN

AND WANDER

Country of origin: Japan
Founding year: 1951
Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan
President: Akio Nishida
What does the brand stand for: ‘Sports first’ is the claim of Japan's
major sports company Goldwin and best illustrates the brands passion
for both an active lifestyle and the strive for new technologies that
serve it. To achieve this, Goldwin gathers some of the most forefront
sports brands on the Japanese territory under its roof such as The
North Face, Speedo, Ellesse and Helly Hansen
Average price points: €500 for jackets/parkas (lifestyle range)
Most iconic piece: The classic Goldwin Ski sweater worn by Tsuneo
Hasegawa who made the world’s first solo winter ascent of the Alps
Trilogy, conquering the north faces of the Matterhorn in 1977, the Eiger
in 1978, and the Grandes Jorasses in 1979.
What‘s new: The Moon Parka, a jacket made of Qmonos, a proprietary
synthetic spider silk material developed by start-up Spiber

AND WANDER

GOLDWIN

Country of origin: Japan and China
Founding year: 2011
Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan
CEOs/Managing directors: Keita Ikeuchi, Mihoko Mori
What does the brand stand for: And Wander wants to provide
appropriate spec wears and gears for walking around, spending quality
time to enjoy nature. That’s where the word ‘wander’ comes from, the
founders say
Average price points: $160 to $250 for jackets, $110 to $150 for pants
Most iconic piece: The extremely lightweight rain coat, the so-called ‘fly
coat’ made of Pertex Shild. This rain coat has multiple usage: by opening
the underarm zippers it can be switched into a poncho.
What‘s new: An original reflector thread

DESCENTE ALLTERAIN
Country of origin: Japan
Founding year: 1935
Headquarters: Osaka, Japan
President: Masatoshi Ishimoto
What does the brand stand for: Inspired by the adage ‘form follows
function,’ each timeless, practical piece of this sports, outdoor clothing
and accessories company, which started with menswear for skiing,
is made of high-tech fabrics combined with innovative production
techniques, like StreamLine or Supersonic Technology
Average price points: €300-€700 for jackets, €250 for shirts
Most iconic piece: Portable windbreaker RWSB Jacket, ISPO 2015
award-winners ‘Mizuwa Down’ Jacket and Storm Descente‘s Inner
Surface Technology Para-Hood Jacket
What‘s new: The noiseless block fit adjustment tabs to eliminate sleeve
cuff discomfort
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MEANSWHILE

MOUNTAIN RESEARCH

Country of origin: Japan
Founding year: 2014
Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan
CEO/Managing director: Naohiro Fujisaki
What does the brand stand for: Born from the concept of ‘clothes
are not only a garment, but a tool of daily wear,’ Meanswhile is a men‘s
clothing and accessories brand, all made in Japan. With strong utilization
of high performance materials, and emphasis on design-driven details,
elements from various fields such as outdoor, military and workwear are
reinterpreted and presented through styles suitable for everyday wear.
Average price points: €300 for apparel
Most iconic piece: The Outside Modular Backpack. It has been
released in different color/fabric iterations almost every season and can
be used in conjunction with other attachable elements
What‘s new: The brand constantly experiments with new fabrics
while working with factories to produce unique pieces. For f/w ‘18,
Meanswhile presented a Cotton Ventile shell jacket that has been fused
with a waterproof three-layer fabric underneath
MEANSWHILE

MOUNTAIN OF MOODS

MOUNTAIN RESEARCH

Country of origin: Japan
Founding year: 2015
Headquarters: Minakami, Japan
Founder: Masakazu Fukuyama
What does the brand stand for: Outdoor label Mountain of Moods
has been launched as an offshoot of Masakazu Fukuyama's Man of
Moods menswear brand. It has a focus on outdoor wear for various
athletic activities
Average price points: €300-€600 for outerwear, €160-€550 for pants
Most iconic piece: The middle layer Polartec Classic 300 Fleece
Jacket; Polartec Activity Leggings
What‘s new: Wool HD insulated half pants

Country of origin: Japan
Founding year: 2005
Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan
CEO/Managing director: Setsumasa Kobayashi
What does the brand stand for: A mixture of preppy, punk and military
elements/essences with America‘s ordinary casual wear is Mountain
Research‘s way of defining its style that is made to carry one‘s life in the
mountains in its home ground Japan
Average price points: $250 to $300 for apparel
Most iconic piece: Belted Duffle Coat
What‘s new: Blending experiment of bonding (i.e. seamless) with
sewing (i.e. ‘seam-full’) within one garment
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NANAMICA

NARIFURI
Country of origin: Japan
Founding year: 2007
Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan
CEO/Managing director: Keiji Tanabe
What does the brand stand for: Kazumasa Kobayashi founded
the Japanese fashion brand because he wanted to combine fashion
with the bicycle culture without losing functionality. The product
range of Narifuri includes everything from casualwear and cycling
jerseys to formal suits, as well as accessories. The brand‘s urban
technical wear tries to offer functionality with bicycle riding in
mind, combined with designs that harmonize with the city
Average price points: €160-€300 for outerwear, €85-€200 for pants
Most iconic piece: Cycle Jersey/regular fit
What‘s new: NF2016 Dry denim coverall with sweat-absorbing
and quick drying/stretch fabric (Invista/Coolmax), NF2013 stretch
three-layer mountain parka, made of Narifuri’s original fabric
(Stretch 3layer)

NEXUSVII
Country of origin: Japan
Founding year: 2001
Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan
Founder/Director: Tomohiro Konno
What does the brand stand for: With the brand’s concept Multiple
Maniaxx & Technixx, it combines military design and functional outdoor
clothing. Beyond the brand’s main line, it also produces Madmaxx, a
sublabel that specializes in using deadstock and vintage fabrics in its
manufacturing, and NEX-WCS, pieces inspired by the US military’s
Extended Cold Weather Clothing System (ECWCS)
Average price points: €80-€2,600 for apparel
Most iconic piece: Madmaxx–the high-end limited edition products
using vintage material
What‘s new: RAF helmet bag

NANAMICA

PEDALED

Country of origin: Japan
Founding year: 2003
Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan
CEO/Managing director: Eiichiro Homma
What does the brand stand for: Clean & cool technical apparel; the
brand name ‘Nanamica’ is written in alphabetical order of the Japanese
characters for seven (nana), sea (mi) and house (ca). It reflects the brand’s
‘mutual love for the ocean and the desire to deliver our creations to as
many people as possible over the seas and across languages’
Average price points: $120 for T-shirts, $250 for pants, $700 for
outerwear
Most iconic piece: Gore-Tex Soutien Collar Coat
What‘s new: Seamless garments, garments with a construction
consisting of two different fabrics woven together–meaning the top
half of a shirt can be a completely different composition from the
bottom half–and lastly laminating the inside of outer shell garments
with one waterproof yet breathable membrane so one will not see
any seam sealing tape

Country of origin: Japan
Founding year: 2007
Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan
Founder: Hideto Suzuki
What does the brand stand for: Built on the idea of ‘Freedom of
Movement,’ fashion designer Hideto Suzuki originally started to
complement his new cycling lifestyle in Tokyo and now Pedaled is
known as a brand for cycling lifestyle apparel in rarely used natural
colors and accessories, which signify breathable fabrics and stylish
functionality
Average price points: €40 for caps to €400 for reflective denim jackets
Most iconic piece: The Kaido Merino Jersey; the Urban Jacket, a
special waterproof but breathable cotton-blend jacket designed with
unique ergonomic sleeves
What‘s new: The Heiko Jersey with its innovative Sensitive fabric that
provides a relaxed and extremely stretchy fit and high breathability;
three big cargo rear pockets guarantee enough storage as the new
standard for everyday rides and training
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SNOW PEAK

VICTIM

Country of origin: Japan
Founding year: 1958
Headquarters: Sanjō, Niigata, Japan
CEO/Managing director: Tohru Yamai
What does the brand stand for: Snow Peak was founded by
Yukio Yamai, an accomplished mountaineer, who created his own
line of innovative mountaineering gear and equipment out of
the discontent on the market, which utilized the highly skilled
metal processing technology. Later in the 1980s and fueled by
the national auto-camping boom in Japan, the brand shifted
its focus to future-oriented, timeless, durable and high-quality
camping equipment, by offering stoves, tents to titanium saké
bottles and launched its first apparel collection under Lisa Yamai,
granddaughter of Snow Peak’s founder in 2014, which intersects
both urban use and outdoor life
Average price points: €200-€400 for outerwear, €50-€400 for tops
Most iconic piece: Dock Dome, Tortue Shelter, and the titanium 300 cup
What‘s new: In celebration of its 60th anniversary Snow Peak
released some limited edition products, such as the Titanium Single
300 Mountain Logo mug; a collaboration with US outdoor sandal
specialist Teva

Country of origin: Japan
Founding year: 2002
Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan
Founder: Naoyuki Shimotori
What does the brand stand for: The Japanese contemporary
streetwear brand Victim was founded by designer Naoyuki Shimotori
following the philosophy of producing long-lasting, quality and
unembellished apparel for men, that emphasizes comfort and cut.
The unique pieces with signature loose-fitting silhouettes are mostly
inspired by the designer’s passion for vintage Americana apparel,
military and workwear aesthetics
Average price points: €300-€400 for coats/jackets
Most iconic piece: Oversized tees, loose-fitting sweaters, baggy pants
What‘s new: For f/w ‘18, the seasonal offering stars some classic coldweather gear, including fleece jackets, comfy flannels and insulating
puffer coats

SOUTH2 WEST8
Country of origin: Japan
Founding year: 2003
Headquarters: Sapporo (Tokyo for mother company Nepenthes), Japan
Founder: Keizo Shimizu
What does the brand stand for: South2 West8 is a menswear
collection with inspiration from the classic American outdoors and its
many pursuits such as fishing, hiking and hunting but seen through the
lens of modern Japanese casualwear.
Average price points: €300 for bags, €350 for jackets
Most iconic piece: Sunforger Binocular Bag, Carmel Jacket
What‘s new: The brand’s 15th anniversary limited capsule collection
featuring multi-colored takes on the brand‘s classic tracksuit and a
mohair sweater featuring the skull-and-swirl logo

SUICOKE
Country of origin: Japan
Founding year: 2006
Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan
CEO/Managing director: Jinichi Yoneya
What does the brand stand for: Suicoke stands for (outdoor)
footwear, mainly sandals, with a unique approach to design. Having
added Vibram to the equation in spring 2014, it is no coincidence
that Suicoke is quickly becoming a household name.
Average price points: $150 to $220
Most iconic piece: The Kisee-V, Moto-VS and Depa-V2 Sandals
What‘s new: A world‘s first made Vibram Injection sandal which
dropped this June. Placed on the outsole are Vibram versa rubber
pads that provide extra grip for town use. Additional to the typical
road surface, these sandals also keep grip on wet manholes and
other surfaces. The toe, being the primary “kick-off” surface, is the
most frictional and sturdy part of the outsole surface. The heel also
provides a grippy surface and strong support.
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VISVIM

VISVIM

Country of origin: Japan
Founding year: 2000
Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan/Los Angeles, California, USA
CEO/Managing director: Hiroki Nakamura
What does the brand stand for: Visvim stands for ‘an ongoing exercise in
the pursuit of joy and timeless beauty through the discovery and creation
of footwear and clothing products.’ There is a men’s line Visvim and the
women’s line WMV. The brand brings together Gore-Tex outerwear, natural
indigo-dyed kimonos and Native American-inspired sneakers
Average price points: Jackets from $450 to $3,000
Most iconic piece: First released in 2001, Visvim‘s iconic FBT shoe
perfectly embodies the cult Japanese brand‘s aesthetic. It‘s a blend of old
and new, a moccasin-style upper on an athletic shoe midsole
What‘s new: Visvim Exposition, the brand’s first flagship retail location
in Los Angeles

WHITE MOUNTAINEERING

WHITE MOUNTAINEERING
Country of origin: Japan
Founding year: 2006
Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan
Founder/Creative director: Yosuke Aizawa
What does the brand stand for: White Mountaineering is an outdoorinspired streetwear label, which combines technical fabrics such as
Gore-Tex, with a high-fashion design aesthetic after the three key
elements of ‘design, function, and technology.’
Average price points: €150-€1,600 for apparel
Most iconic piece: Technical wear (with Gore-Tex), original textiles
(printing & jacquard)
What‘s new: For f/w ‘18 rope accessories and details serve to accent
the range full of functional takes on outdoor wear. Patterns, climbing
hardware and rugged silhouettes dominate. Key pieces include sherpa
lined vests, adjustable bib pants and trousers with multiple carabiner
attachments; proceeding the Adidas footwear collab
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